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Abstract
Video production and distribution have become both very
affordable and accessible. AI services, especially in audio,
visual and language processing, are promising materials for
designing innovative video production workflows. As a
part of ongoing university and industry joint innovation
project, we aim to explore the the challenges of
integrating AI into a video editing tool. Through
developing AI embedded prototypes for video production
and using them to run studies, we aim to explore the
design space of using AI in video editing interfaces and
potential of human-AI collaboration in creative designs.
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Introduction and Background
Videos play a very important role in sharing news and
stories online. Various studies [5] [3] have pointed out the
shift in online video consumption behavior from branded
news organization sites to third party online video sharing



and social media sites. This creates two new challenges
for journalists and news agencies - to maintain presence in
a lot of social media or video sharing sites and to be the
first to publish video stories on those sites. With various
sites for sharing, there is a need to support various video
formats, viewing devices and viewing experiences. For
instance, people expect videos on Facebook to be glance
viewable with text on video and no sound.

Machine Learning (ML) technology has become widely
adopted in the industry and thus a lot of methods,
models, APIs and services are available. In audio and
visual data processing, for example, ML has been used for
speech recognition, text to speech, object detection,
object tracking, scene detection, video captioning,
sentiment analysis, video summarization and computation
based video editing. However, simply plugging ML into a
tool does not help user understand and utilize it. UI
designs and guidelines are needed to help users
understand ML and affordances provided by introducing
ML in the process.

Dove et al. [1] stated in their study that ML is both
underexplored opportunity for HCI researchers and has
unknown potential as design material. The authors also
pointed out the challenges which are the lack of
understanding of ML in UX community, the data
dependent nature of ML blackboxes and the difficulty of
making interactive prototypes with ML. Pu and Lalanne
[6] proposed a computational model for human and
machine to collaborate in creative designs. They described
three types of interface agents for supporting creative
designs, namely, reflective agents, computational
assistants, multi-criteria evaluation and algorithms.

The editing tool in this study, Viz Story [8], is a
browser-based complete package of tools for video

production and publishing. Viz Story package contains all
features to support the process of creating video stories
and publish multiple versions of them to different
platforms. The current release version of Viz Story has
features such as keyframe-based panning, multi-video
editing, text on video and support for subtitling. The
standard video production workflow of Viz Story is
described in Figure 1. Though it is designed for multiple
platform publishing, it is still a Digital Nonlinear Editing
System(DNLE).

Roughcut [4] is a good example of a ML embedded
system for video editing of dialog driven scenes. Given raw
video takes and a dialogue, roughcut enables creative
exploration of various editing styles described by editing
idioms. PotraitSketch [9] is an interactive drawing system
with automated assistance for drawing face sketches. It
provides a new way for novices to create face sketches
without requiring drawing techniques.

Even though this project is in the early stages, we have
identified tasks in video production workflow where ML
can be applied to offer improvements. Improvements can
be in speed and accuracy of the process or creative
assistance for amateur video editors. The tasks that can
be improved are subtitling, panning and camera angle
selection, readjustment of panning and camera angel for
different aspect ratios, and creating cuts from raw video
clips. In addition, video quality of the novice editors can
be improved by suggesting graphics, camera angles and
cuts from clips. For this project, the production version of
Viz Story will be modified to create ML embedded
prototypes that will later be evaluated.



Figure 1: Video production workflow model in Viz Story

Automated Subtitling using ML
Subtitling has been identified as a time consuming task
for video production [7]. To explore the challenges of
integrating ML based subtitling in the video workflow, a
prototype on Viz Story is implemented. Upon uploading
video materials to edit, subtitles are generated using
online ML based speech recognition APIs. Those
generated subtitles are then included as starting subtitles
for the video creators to begin their subtitling task. For
this protoype, the UI for subtitling has not designed to
accommodate ML in the loop. First pilot test has been
conducted with two persons on this prototype. Each of
the participants is assigned to provide English subtitles for
two short video clips. One of the clip has no subtitles and
another has ML generated subtitles. During the pilot test,
we captured the screen, recorded time taken and saved
the subtitles. After that, two participants provided open
feedbacks.

The ML generated subtitles has around 10% word error

rate. From observing the pilot test, it is still time
consuming for the users to manually fix errors found in
automated subtitles. With the UI lacking features to point
out ML inaccuracies, the participants questioned the
quality of whole ML generated subtitles. Pilot testing on
this first prototype highlights the need to design proper UI
around pro and cons of ML based speech recognition. It
revealed some challenges of integrating ML services into
the UI and it is the first step to understand how ML will
impact the workflow.

Future work
In the short term, different functional prototypes for
automated subtitling and automated panning adjustment
will be iteratively designed. Throughout the design
process we hope to discover the issues and challenges of
designing ML assisted video editing interfaces. Developed
prototypes will then be used to perform a study. The
purpose of the study is to reveal design considerations and
issues that exists in designing ML assisted editing



interfaces and impact of ML in the video workflow
process. It might also answer the question "will
automation of tedious and repetitive tasks leads to more
time spent on creative tasks?".

After the first study is completed, we are considering an
ML system for generating different styles of video stories.
The purpose is to allow assisted exploration of graphics
styles, camera cuts and transition effects in the workflow.
Evaluating this system in video production use will reveal
challenges of integrating ML agents as collaborators in a
video production process and impact of such agents on
the creativity. DARPA funded research projects on
eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) [2] is planning to
evaluate models and interfaces that will improve
human-AI collaboration. With first evaluations expected
in November 2018, XAI research has potential for
supporting human-AI collaboration in creative processes.
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